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Abstract. In Asia, Agarwood oil is obtained by conventional extraction
methods which consume significant energy, amount of solvents, and process
time. One of the conventional extraction methods is traditional hydrodistillation using stainless steel distiller covered by concrete. This study
evaluates the heat loss during agarwood during agarwood hydro-distillation
process with the aim at optimizing it using insulation techniques. Six
insulation materials namely, Polyurethane, Aluminum Silicate, Glass Wool,
Mineral Wool and Nitrile Rubber have been investigated experimentally and
numerically using software Engineering Equation Solver (EES) to determine
their effectiveness in reducing the heat loss from the boiler. Interestingly,
higher heat loss recorded by the boiler surrounded by the concrete than when
the boiler was heated barely. The best insulations with more than 18%
efficiency of bare distiller demonstrated by glass wool and polyurethane
whilst the worst efficiency was Aluminum Silicate. This finding is
significant to help designers to choose the insulation material for improving
engineering economics of hydro-distillation process.

1 Introduction
Currently, there are a few methods of extracting essential oils from its plant raw material.
The extraction method can be categorized as conventional method (traditional) and
innovative technique (modern) [1]. The conventional extraction methods are such as by
hydro-distillation [2], steam-distillation [3], solvent extraction [4], enfleurage, cohobation
and maceration. The innovative extraction technique includes supercritical fluid extraction
[5], microwave-assisted hydro-distillation [6] and ultrasound-assisted extraction [7]. Hydrodistillation is the oldest and most common method of extracting essential oil since it is
economically viable and safe. During hydro-distillation, the essential oil components form
an azeotropes mixture with water. The extraction period influences not only the yield but also
the extract composition. Hydro-distillation can be attained by one of the three methods which
are water distillation, water and steam distillation or direct steam distillation [8].
Hydro-distillation considered as an established method used to extract essential oils, but
the process parameters are rather pragmatic than fully understood [9]. The boiler is the heat
source where major of the heat is transferred from the burner. Heat loss is due to convection,
conduction or radiation. In order to minimize the heat loss, insulation can be used. There are
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much available insulation such as glass wool, mineral wool, nitrile rubber, and polyurethane.
The insulation can minimize the heat loss through conduction because insulation has a lower
value of thermal conductivity [10].
The work aims to evaluate of heat loss in hydro-distillation process by different insulation
techniques towards this process of extracting agarwood by experiment and numerical studies.
The result from mathematical modelling is being compared with the theoretical result and
then validated with experimental results. As reducing the heat loss can improve the heat flow
in the system, and then the efficiency of the boiler can be increased. Hence, the process
productivity will also increase. At the same time, it also can save costs because of less power
is used in the system.

2 Methodology
The heat transfer rate per unit area by conduction is proportional to the normal temperature
gradient.
  
∆

∆
∆

(1)

Where  will be the heat transfer rate and is the temperature gradient in the direction
∆
of heat flow, hot body to cold body. The positive constant, k is a thermal conductivity
coefficient, and the negative sign is used to satisfy the second law of thermodynamic which
states that it is impossible for the energy to transfer from cold to hot. Hence the temperature
gradient and direction of heat transfer are opposite to each other because temperature gradient
describes that the temperature goes from lower to high temperature which opposite with the
second law of thermodynamics. The equation (1) is called Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
The values of heat transfer were primarily determined from the theoretical analysis which
then compared to the numerical simulation values. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
boiler with insulation used in the theoretical calculation.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the boiler with insulation

The theoretical heat loss is calculated by equation (2). Whereby, thermal resistance is
through equation (3).

(2)
     













(3)

Where  is the heat transfer by conduction, k is the thermal conductivity,  is the
inside surface temperature and  is the outside surface temperature.  is the area of the
boiler and  is the total area of the boiler with insulation.  is the thickness of the boiler
and  is the thickness of the insulation.
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In this study, five types of insulation materials were used to optimize the heat loss at the
boiler during the hydro-distillation process as listed in Table 1. To choose the insulation
material, low thermal conductivity factor and its availability are needed to be considered.
Table 1. Insulation material selection specification.
No

Material

Thermal
conductivity

Description

Operating
temperature

1

Polyurethane

0.038 (W/mK)

1000×1000×20mm

< 150 °C

2

Aluminum silicate

0.085 (W/mK)

1000×610×20mm

< 900 °C

3

Glass wool

0.039 (W/mK)

1000×1200×20mm

< 540 °C

4

Mineral wool

0.041 (W/mK)

1200×610×50mm

< 740 °C

5

Nitrile rubber

0.40 (W/mK)

1000×1000×10mm

< 150 °C

The actual data from the small scale stainless steel boiler (diameter, D=0.22 m, height, h
= 0.13 m) using thermocouple data acquisition module was used to get input for boundary
conditions. The data was collected at water’s temperature, inside surface of the boiler
temperature, outside surface of the boiler temperature and ambience temperature. An electric
stove rated at 810 W was used as a heat source to the boiler. The boiler then filled with 2 L
of pure water and heated until the water temperature reach 100°C. The procedure was
repeated with different insulation namely glass wool, mineral wool, nitrile rubber,
polyurethane, and aluminum silicate.
The software used to perform this simulation in this project is the Engineering Equation
Solver (EES) [11]. The first law of Thermodynamics stated that the internal energy of a
system has to be equal on the system in this work, plus or minus the heat that flows in or out
of the system and any other work that is done on the system. The conservation of energy can
be translated to that the total energy that enter to the system is equal to the internal energy
and the heat losses from the system. The conversation energy of boiler,  can be calculated
as,
    

(4)

Whereby the efficiency of the system is,



(5)
  

Where,  is the energy from the burner,  is the internal energy in the system and
 is the energy loss from the system.  is the efficiency of the boiler. The transient heat
transfer is used in this study because the heat transfer or the temperature change with time as
the system is heated up by a burner. Therefore, a transient mathematical simulation is set up.

   
(6)





∙  ∙      ∙    

(7)

∙  ∙      ∙    

(8)

The first order of Euler approximation differential equation method is used to
approximate with a given step size and initial values.
 
∆
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Where,  is the mass of the fluid,  is the heat capacity of the fluid and  is the overall
heat transfer coefficient.  is the total area of the system,  is the temperature of the fluid,
 is the temperature of the ambience and  is the time. In this study, the heat is transferred
in three modes which are by convection, conduction and radiation. The total heat loss can be
calculated as,
(9)
   ∙    
∙

The total thermal resistance can be calculated as,
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(10)

(11)
(12)

The convection heat transfer coefficient can be calculated with,
, ∙


 

ℎ,   ∙ 

(13)
(14)

Whereby the radiation heat transfer coefficient is,

ℎ   ∙  ∙   273    273  ∙   273    273

(15)

Where in equation (9) and (10),  is the overall heat transfer coefficient,  is the area of
the insulation,  is the temperature of the fluid and  is the temperature of the ambient.
Equation (11),  is the thermal resistance of convection,  is the thermal resistance of
conduction,  is the thermal resistance of radiation. Where in equation (12), (13) and (14),
ℎ is the internal heat transfer convection of the boiler, while ℎ is the outer heat transfer
convection of the boiler and ℎ is the heat transfer coefficient of radiation.  is the thermal
conductivity,  is the internal surface area of the system,  is the external surface area of
the boiler, while   is the surface area of the boiler with insulation.  is the nusselt number,
h is the height of the boiler, D is the diameter of the system and  is the emissivity of the
material and  is the Boltzmann’s constant, 5.7610-8.

3 Results and discussion

Fig. 2 (A) shows the temperature over time graph of a boiler without insulation and with five
different insulations. From the graph, there is no significant difference between the insulation
and without the insulation on the boiler. The time is taken to reach the boiling temperature
for all six only differ in a minimal margin of seconds. Without insulation, the water needed
785.9 s to reach boiling temperature. Mineral wool, glass wool, and polyurethane insulation
needed 758.8 s, 758.4 s and 758.4 s respectively. In other hand, aluminum silicate and nitrile
rubber insulation needed 767 s and 763 s, respectively. This is because of the boiler is small
and the mass of the water is only 2 L. Thus, the water does not need much time to reach the
boiling temperature.
Fig. 2 (B) shows the heat loss of the boiler during boiling without insulation and with five
insulations. Without any insulation, the boiler has more heat loss because there is no
conductive resistance. The heat loss is 48 W at 100°C. The graph shows that by insulating
the boiler, the heat loss can be reduced. This is because the insulation gives the boiler a
thermal resistance of conduction whereby it will increase the total thermal resistance of the
system. The thermal resistance,  is inversely proportional to the heat loss,  .The higher
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the thermal resistance of the boiler, the lower the heat loss of the boiler. Nitrile rubber and
aluminum silicate have heat loss at 16.4 W and 19.75 W at 100°C. The heat loss also not
differs significantly as the boiler capacity is only 2 liters of water.

Fig. 2. (A) Water’s temperature against time during boiling graph. (B) Heat loss against time during
boiling graph
Table 2 shows the comparison between theoretical and numerical results of heat loss.
From the calculation, it shows that the values of theoretical are almost similar to the
numerical result. In the numerical calculation, the small discrepancies of heat loss are due to
consideration of natural convection and radiations. It can be concluded that the numerical
result is reliable enough to do further investigation and validation with the experimental
results.
Table 2. Comparison from theoretical and numerical result.
Insulation

Heat loss of the boiler at boiling temperature (W)
Theoretical
Numerical

Glass wool

10.41

10.40

Polyurethane

10.36

10.38

Mineral wool

10.82

10.84

Nitrile rubber

15.87

16.40

Aluminum silicate

19.61

19.71

The results of the time taken to boil the water with different insulations from simulation
and experiments are shown in Table 3. The percentage errors show a high correlation
between the numerical model and experiment.
The targeted industrial scale hydro-distillation setup is using stainless steel boiler
(diameter, D=1 m, height, h = 0.65 m) with 330 kg water mass and 4400 W of heat supply
capacity. As depicted in Fig. 3, it is interesting to know that the current boiler with concrete
cover has higher heat loss than the boiler without any insulation. The heat loss is 1155 W at
boiling temperature and efficiency of 73.75%. The time taken for the water to reach the
boiling temperature is 7 hours and 52 minutes. This is because of the low thermal resistance
of conduction, which is 0.01728. The concrete have 1.977 W/m.K thermal conductivity.
Therefore, the concrete acts as a conductor instead of an insulator but it is a poor conductor
due to the low thermal conductivity when compared with the stainless steel. While without
insulation, the system will have a heat loss which is 838.1 W at boiling temperature, which
can lead the boiler to have 80% efficiency. The time taken for the water to reach the boiling
temperature is 7 hours and 30 minutes.
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Table 3. Experimental and numerical data comparison.
Insulation

Time Taken for the water to reach boiling temperature (s)
Experimental

Numerical

Percentage Error (%)

No insulation

810.2

780.0

3.80

Glass wool

738.0

730.0

1.09

Polyurethane

704.6

697.0

1.09

Mineral wool

710.0

723.8

1.90

Nitrile rubber

710.0

709.4

0.08

Aluminum silicate

799.0

780.0

2.4

Fig. 3. Heat loss versus time graph for different insulation materials

A boiler which insulated with glass wool has the lowest heat loss which is 233.7 W at
boiling temperature. The time taken to reach the boiling temperature for glass wool, mineral
wool and polyurethane is reduced as low as 6 hours 29 minutes. Furthermore, the highest
efficiency of the boiler reaches to 94.7% for glass wool, 94.5% for polyurethane and 94.3%
for mineral wool. The results from the simulation is summarizes in Table 4.
Table 4. Simulation result for industrial scale hydro-distillation system.
Efficiency (%)

Time to boil

Concrete

 (W)
1155.0

73.8

8hr 30m

No insulation

838.1

80.0

7hr 30m

Glass wool

233.7

94.7

6hr 29m

Mineral wool

243.2

94.3

6hr 30m

Nitrile rubber

362.8

91.7

6hr 42m

Insulation

Polyurethane

235.3

94.5

6hr 29m

Aluminum silicate

414.7

90.5

6hr 47m
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4 Conclusions
The experiment showed that the results obtained only have 0.08% to 3.8% error after being
validated with the numerical simulation result, which may occur because of the random error
and instrument error. Therefore, the numerical simulation can be used to analyze the boiler
system used in industrial application. The current boiler used at the industry has concrete as
insulation. This work revealed the concrete not acted as an insulator but rather as conductor
because it increased the heat loss without insulation from 838.1 W to 1155 W. In fact, the
industry increased the heat loss by 317 W. The numerical simulation result showed that the
glass wool has the best performance from others insulation materials. By using glass wool
insulation at the boiler, it can reduce the boiling time from 8 hours and 30 minutes to 6 hours
29 minutes. It also can minimize the heat loss with only 233.7 W.
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